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US federal prosecutors can’t auction off 800,000 bar-
rels of seized Iranian oil sitting in a Greek tanker off the 
coast of Texas because US companies are reluctant to 
unload it, according to people familiar with the matter.
Prosecutors commandeered the Suez Rajan tanker car-
rying the oil earlier this year after charging its Greek 
owner with sanctions evasion, and directing the ship 
into the muddy-green waters 65 miles off Galveston’s 
coast, the Wall Street Journal wrote.
The US Coast Guard cleared the tanker for unloading, 
but the companies that manage those transfers — 
known as lightering — say they are too worried about 
Iranian reprisal to handle the captured oil.
“Companies with any exposure whatsoever in the 
Persian Gulf are literally afraid to do it,” said a Hous-
ton-based energy executive involved in the matter.
The executive said that several of the companies con-
tacted about unloading the oil declined.
Another executive at a shipping company involved in 
lightering in the Gulf of Mexico also said, “I don’t know 
if anybody’s going to touch it.”

Doha parties to brief Iran on 
Lebanese dialogue: Report

Qatari Minister Mohammed al-Khulaifi will soon visit 
Tehran to brief the high-ranking officials of the key play-
er in Lebanon on the outcomes of a five-nation meeting 
on devising a roadmap for reaching a Lebanese dialogue.
Representatives from Egypt, France, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 
and the United States held their second quintet meeting 
on Monday in the Qatari capital, Doha, MTV Lebanon 
reported.
The representatives met to discuss the urgent need for 
Lebanon’s leadership to “expedite presidential elections 
and implement imperative economic 
reforms in order to fulfill their respon-
sibilities to their citizens”, the five nations said in their 
joint statement.
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US deploys nuclear-armed 
submarine to South Korea in 
show of force against N Korea
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Iranian Muslims preparing for 
mourning season of Muharram

On the first day of the lunar month of Muharram, people hold 
a large flag in Isfahan, central Iran, on July 18, 2023, 
to mark the beginning of mourning for the martyrdom of 
Imam Hussein (PBUH), the third Shia Imam.
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US firms won’t touch Iran’s 
seized oil: WSJ
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